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Golden ratio human face worksheet

The study of the human face is a great place for a golden relationship, and thus a similarity.  As has often been the case lately – I have to stop and say that this activity was created by my incredible colleague Dave Casey, who is a tour de force of resources, ideas and inspiration at a mathematical
crossroads. This activity fits the human head into the primary rectangle (the rectangle surrounding the shape) which is a golden rectangle.  I've done this activity before, than on the worksheet.  A few days ago I made an origami face upstairs just for fun and very much enjoyed.  I liked that he didn't have
any lines to delete and he had a cool, sort of 3D look at it.  But the worksheet itself doesn't talk about folding paper, it's an element I've added.  Here are some things to consider to add this item: Mountain folds vertically folding in the middle of your face.  This row is not in the worksheet, but allows the nose
bar to get out a little. (the mountain folds are when you fold away from yourself and it looks like a mountain, the valley folds as you fold towards yourself and it looks like a valley) Alternate mountain and valley folding.  In the picture above the eye line is therefore the valley leaflet, so the nose is a
mountain leaflet and the mouth is a valley leaflet. I used the height of a regular piece of printer 8.5X11.  So the first switch is actually the one that needs to be made paper in a gold rectangle.  This is also the first moment when students need to figure out how wide the paper should be if the height is 28 cm
(or 11in).  It could also be fun to initially play on intuition and just hold a piece of paper and ask them if they think it's too wide, or just perfect to fit a human face. As I folded, I thought about the continuy and the oral line as a reflection of each other.  Origami is great for folding reflections and opens another
avenue for inspection during this lesson. First, you can make a face with folding, and then make the activity that is specific in the worksheet.  You notice a high ceiling element where they make a slight change in the proportions of the primary rectangles in which they fit the face, and see how they affect
the human face.  Here are the results: The Goods: Here are the pdf's and Word files for it: Ratio Faces (pdf) Ratio Faces (doc) The Hook &amp; The Spiral: Dave has a great way to introduce this activity that turns the correct stakes into an end to surprise and also brings the state.  It directs students to
draw a golden rectangle to use them as a primary rectangle, and then sketch the face in it.  This is the one I drew when I first noticed that Dave makes a lesson: Then he has to measure the ratio of facial height to eye height.  He collects all the data, and the students make the box.  Correct answer 0.5 is
usually outside the box!  People always put their eyes too high on their faces.  It's cool because now that you tell them the correct ratio is 0.5 and the eyes are pretty much in the middle of the students getting this my intuition was wrong, I just learned something, it's interesting, give me more of a moment.
Inspiration: We're going to have to ask Dave for inspiration for the lesson itself, but my inspiration for wanting to add origami to him comes from this clip from the documentary Between folding, where Eric Joisel quickly folds the rough shape of a human face.  This lesson doesn't reach the form eric has
managed, but I watched him play with the idea of relationship and origami.  I still want to have an origami face lesson more similar than Eric created.  Is there one of them? I learned some sad news while searching for the video – Eric Joisel died in 2010.  Looks like the world has lost a real artist.  Here's a
New York Times article about his giving. greeting, -B This entry has been posted to Uncategorized. Mark permalink. Activity: Fibonacci Faces - The Beautiful People This activity is available for viewing in modern (updated) browsers and on mobile devices, including iPads. Make sure your browser is up to
date!  PPT menu page | MathBits Main Page | Terms of Use About slide show: The slide show is an informative representation of the Fibonacci sequence, the golden relationship and their connection to the relationships of the human face.      On accompanying worksheets: Basic laboratory sheet (Junior
level or Algebra 1 review): The laboratory sheet works with well-known figures, measurements, proporation resolution and the use of a calculation calculator. Algebra Worksheet (Algebra 1 Level or Algebra 2 overview): Worksheet handles sequences, squares, formulas, functional notation, and a grapher
calculator for investigation. References to TI-84+. Disa3ed: All photos used in this presentation are listed in the public domain, GNU distribution, or Creative Commons.  PPT menu page |  MathBits Main Page FreeHere is a lesson I recently taught the bright KS3 group at the end of a relationship and
relationship. It begins auditing the sequence before the introduction of Fibonacci and then the gold ratio. Demos of this in nature, construction and finally the human body. The main task involves students measuring faces (I include mine, but I spared you), and then we figure out how close the
measurement is to the gold ratio and therefore the ranking of celebrities in the order of attractiveness. SMSC - Can beauty be reduced to a relationship? Read moreFreeReport the problemSee more
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